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19. WAYPOINTS 
Complies with Kalahari Rally Regulations and RBI Sporting Regulations.  

 

20. SPEED CONTROL ZONES 
See Penalties in Appendix below. 

21. MAXIMUM PERMITTED LATENESS 
Any crew reporting more than 120 minutes late at the Start of a Stage from their due time 

(the first Time Control of the current Stage), shall NOT be allowed to start that Stage and will 

be deemed to have retired from the Stage. In calculating such Lateness time, the actual time 

and not the penalty time (10 seconds per minute) applies. 

The crew may be allowed to start after authorization of the Clerk of the Course and receiving 

a penalty. 

22. DNF / CUT & RUN 
22.1. Definition : “Cut & Run”: 

If a driver obtains the status DNF or DNS, he can start the next Stage with a time penalty for the 
remainder of the Stage of Slowest Time in Category +20min . Only the first application of “Cut & Run” 
will classify the drivers as a finisher. The second time a “Cut & Run” will not classify the driver as 
finisher, but he can start the next Stages with a fixed time penalties applied. 

 
22.2. Definition: “Safety Cut Off”: 

At a Pre-Determined Passage Control (PC), the drivers who arrive late at the PC will be “Cut Off” and 
stopped by the PC Marshal. This “Safety Cut Off” will allow the drivers to start the next Stage with a 
time penalty for the remainder of the Stage and WILL be classified as a finisher of KR-XX21.  

Note: Drivers who drive abnormally slow based on their skills, will be reported to the Stewards. 
 

Drivers are allowed only one “Safety Cut Off” to be classified as finishers. The second time a “Safety 
Cut Off” is applied, the drivers will NOT be classified as finishers, but they can start the next stages 
with a Fixed time penalties. 

 
22.3. Application of: 1st & 2nd Cut & Run: 

22.3.1.1. The 1st “Cut & Run” with Penalty Applied , but will CLASSIFY as a finisher! 
22.3.1.2. The 2nd Cut & Run” with Penalty Applied, but will NOT BE CLASSIFIED as a finisher! 

 
22.4. Did Not Start (DNS) 
The competitor obtains the status DNS, if he does not start the first Special Stage of the Stage. In this case, 

he misses the whole Stage.  The fixed penalty for DNS of the Stage are for each Special Stage, the Slowest 

Times in the Category (including incurred sporting penalties) + 30 minutes each. 

If a competitor takes the start of the first Special Stage of the Stage, but misses a following Special Stage/s, 

he automatically obtains a DNS status for the missed Special Stage /s. In this case the fixed penalty for DNS 

is the Slowest Time in the Category of the Special Stage /s (including incurred sporting penalties) not 

Started  + 30 minutes. 

If a competitor retires from the Special Stage or does not finish within his Maximum time allowed, without 

having passed at least 1 Passage Control (PC) or 1 Waypoint of the Special Stage itinerary, he automatically 

obtains the status DNS. 

22.5. Did not Finish (DNF) 
The competitor obtains the status DNF, if he retires from a Special Stage or does not finish within his 

Maximum time allowed, but has passed at least 1 Passage Control (PC) or 1 Waypoint. The penalty for DNF 

is Slowest time in the Category of the Special Stage (including incurred sporting penalties) + 20 minutes. 

 
 

 


